An indel in transmembrane helix 2 helps to trace the molecular evolution of class A G-protein-coupled receptors.
Class A G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) constitute a large family of transmembrane receptors. Helical distortions play a major role in the overall fold of these receptors. Most are related to conserved proline residues. However, in transmembrane helix 2, the proline pattern is not conserved, and when present, proline may be located at position 2.58, 2.59, or 2.60. Sequence analysis, three-dimensional data mining, and molecular modeling were undertaken to investigate the origin of this unusual pattern. Taken together, the data strongly support the assumption that an indel led to two structural motifs for helix 2: a bulged structure in P2.59 and P2.60 receptors and a "typical" proline kink in P2.58 receptors. The proline pattern of helix 2 can be used as an evolutionary marker and helps to trace the molecular evolution of class A GPCRs. Two indel events yielding functional receptors occurred independently. One indel arose very early in GPCR evolution, in a bilaterian ancestor, before the protostome-deuterostome divergence. This indel led to the split between the P2.58 somatostatin/opioid receptors and other peptide receptors with the P2.59 pattern. A second indel also occurred in insect opsins and corresponds to a deletion. Subfamilies with proline at position 2.59 or no proline expanded earlier, whereas P2.60 receptors remained marginal throughout evolution. P2.58 receptors underwent rapid expansion in vertebrates with the development of the chemokine and purinergic receptor subfamilies from somatostatin/opioid-related ancestors.